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The structure of Pha Sinh Tai Lu (a traditional 
skirt of Tai Lu) of Chiang Kham and Chiang Muan 
District follows a standard of “Sinh Ta”, the tradition 
of Tai Lu Xishuangbanna. The uniqueness of the 
region is a small pattern in the middle of the Sinh 
which is woven with Ko technique; it looks like a 
water stream pattern called “Lai Ko Phak Wan”, 
“Ko Dok Yok Muk” or “Lai Nam Lai”, coupled with 
Khid technique. Originally, Lao silk is used as the 
weft and the popular colors are green and pink. 

ลายเกาะผักแว่น
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Identity reflecting wisdom and 
engineering skills
                                                             
 Culture of Tai Lu textile weaving in Payao 
Province is very unique. Although there is the        
historical reference showing that this group of Tai 
Lu people migrated together with those Tai Lu who 
are living in Nan Province, their textile designs are 
different. The structure of Pha Sinh Tai Lu in Chiang 
Kham and Chiang Muan based on Sin Ta structure. 
The uniqueness is the small decoration in the      
middle of the Sinh woven with Ko technique as 
water stream pattern, called “Lai Phak Wan”.  

Pha Sinh of Tai Lu woman, particularly “Sinh 
Ta” has two seams and three separate parts of 
fabric: the red top, the body with colorful                   
horizontal pattern, and the black extended tail. The 
weaver weaves and makes the colorful striped lines 
on the fabric where the middle part is woven with 
Khid, Jok, Ko, or Luang technique in the mythical 
creatures, plants, or geometry pattern.  

Another outstanding attribute of Sinh Tai 
Lue Payao is the small decoration in the middle 
of the Sinh woven with Ko technique. Some region 
calls it “Lai Phak Wan”. Originally, Tai Lu people 
in Payao Province use Lao silk yarn importing from 
Laos to weave as the colored weft. Green and pink 
are the most popular colors.
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The important identities of Chiang Kham 
Tai Lue pattern are Muk, Ko Phak Wan, Dok Kho 
Krue, Ma, and Dok Tang. Currently, the patterns are 
developed to fulfill the market demand but still 
maintain the fineness.    

The significant prominent point of the 
original Tai Lu weaving is the pattern and weaving 
method that narrating the story of Tai Lue. It 
sometimes identifies the domicile and status of the 
person wearing it. Moreover, each fabric reflects 
the identity of the ethnic group, as it is said: 

“Tai Lue textile is not only a clothes but 
also the photobook recording the history and 
background of the weaver. For Tai Lu people, 
weaving is the mean to present their history.”

NONONONONO
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Background of Tai Lu textile - Payao

Lu or Tai Lu is the terms to call the large 
ethnic group who speak Tai language and are living 
in the southern Yunnan in China, the northeast 
of Shan States in Myanmar, the upper north of 
Thailand, the northwest of Laos, and the north of 
Vietnam.   

 Payao is a province in northern Thailand 
where Tai Lu people are settle in in Chiang Kham, 
Chiang Muan, and Pong District. In Chiang Kham 
District, especially in Yuan Sub-district where Tai 
Lu people are reside in the most. They transfer 
arts and cultures, traditions, and beliefs such as 
the belief in the next world that forms the tradition 
of offering castle or mondop, utensils, and food 
to oneself or dead people for the next word. Arts 
and craft and wisdom, including the way of life, 

NONONONONO

costume, and language reflects the identity of Tai 
Lu ethnic that has been inherited for centuries.  

Tai Lu community in Payao Province is the 
strength point of community. Tai Lu Chiang Kham in 
Chiang Kam District migrated from Xishuangbanna, 
Yunnan, China whereas Tai Lu Chiang Muan in 
Chiang Muan district owns many legends of Tai Lu.    

Tai Lu people in Payao Province have 
a very simple way of life. Most are living on the 
riverbank. Each house has a well, which is the 
identity of Tai Lu’s house. Besides, Tai Lu people 
grow the homegrown vegetable in their house area. 
In general, Tai Lu people do farming. After the rice 
season, the women weave at home. Every house 
has a weaving tool called a loom. A grandmother 
is sitting at an undercroft as a teacher teaching the 
children to learn weaving and create pattern using 
the small yarn. Tai Lu textile is very well-known for 
its beautiful patterns.  
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Although Tai Lu people have been travelling 
for two centuries and have to live with the ethnic 
group in different culture, they are able to preserve 
and maintain their culture such as Tai Lu language, 
costume, arts, and traditions, particularly weaving, 
until today. Tai Lu textile is considered one of the 
textiles that preserve the identity for hundred 
years.    

All Tai Lu women must know how to 
weave. In the past, there was no fabric or textile 
from the factory. If a woman could not weave, she 
could not marry to any man. Further, if the man 
would like to court the woman, he could not take 
her to the private place, only the undercroft where 
the woman was weaving. As it is said, the weaving 
sound was like the voice saying, “if you do not 
drop by here, where will you go?” 

NONONONONO

NONONONONO

This can be compared to a beautiful 
chapter of life. In the cold weather and peaceful 
atmosphere, the blooming white cotton flowers on 
the bank of river next to the house are sparkling in 
the morning light. Dews are glittering as the area is 
decorated with gems to welcome everyone to the 
beautiful morning in the village.  
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Belief and story about way of life 

Most Tai Lu men wear a long sleeve white shirt 
covered with the lustrous vest called “Sue Pa” and a 
long Mauhom trouser which the top is extended with 
the white cloth called “Tiew Hua Khao” (white top 
trouser). They wrap their head (Khien Hua) with the 
white or pink cloth. The costume is mostly in grey or 
black color. In the event of making merit, they wear 
white or black color, tie the loincloth around the waist, 
and wrap the head with brown, white, or black cloth. 

For female, Tai Lu women wear a long sleeve 
blouse called “Sue Pud” (the blouse without buttons 
but the panel is across to tie on the side of the waist) 
with the front strap tied across with thread or small 
cloth strap on the left or right corner. The end of 
blouse is cropped while the panel is sow with colorful 
cloth strap decorating with small buttons. They wear 
Sinh Ta or Sinh Ta Lu which has the pattern in the 
middle of the Sinh and the top is black or brown 
cotton cloth and the end is the plain black fabric. They 

NONONONONO

NONONONONO

use colorful sack such as red sack and wear the white 
or pink headdress. The costume of Tai Lu women is 
used in different occasions. For example, they wear 
white Sue Pud with white headdress in making merit 
festival.    

For the costume of the elite or the governor, 
male and female wear high quality costume such as 
silk or silk fabric inserting with silver or gold thread in 
the elaborate and graceful pattern.  

Tai Lu Payao textile is classified into two 
types: textile using for the ritual and for the household 
purpose. The textile using for household purpose are 
“Pha Hom Tum Kaw” which is named followed the 
pattern and weaving method. “Tum” means weaving 
and “Kaw” means pulling the wood to create the 
pattern. Besides, in case of checked blanket (Ta Sang 
blanket or Si Pae blanket, or called Ta Kong blanket), 
it is a brocade in black, red, and white color woven in 
a big square tables design. The pattern is in a small 
rhombus. The weaving is difficult and applies complex 
technique which makes it quite expensive. Presently, 
it is not quite popular presently.  
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The textile using in the ritual of Tai Lu people 
are “Pha Ched Luang”, which is similar to Tung. They 
weave Pha Ched Luang for offering as same as offering 
Tung by hanging it in a chapel. It is presumed that the 
structure and patterns of Pha Ched Luang derived from 
the original belief of Tai Lu people before dedicating 
themselves to Buddhism. Then, they developed it 
for offering to the Buddha. “Yellow robe” or “Pha 
Munjana” is woven to offer to the Buddha during the 
end of Buddhist Lent Day and in The Vessantara Jataka.

Furthermore, the roles of Tai Lu Payao textile 
is found in the religious ceremonies where male and 
female are wearing to attend the event such as the 
performance, Fon Dab, Fon Sheng, Fon Nok, Fon Poy 
Bung Fai, Khub Pao Pi, Khub Pa Ha Loh (Khao Pa Ha 
Fuen), Khub Long Nam Long Nong (Long Nam…Khub 
Kiew Bao-Sao) or the activity on the special day of 
Tai Lu such as Poy Sang Long, Tan Tham, Kuay Salak, 
Buddhist Lent Day and End of Buddhist Lent Day, Hong 
Kwan Kwai, Hak Na, Lieng Phi Muang, Tewada Huen 
(house spirit), Phi Moh Nueng Tao Fai, Pid Phi Sao, Suen 
Chata (perform long life ceremony), Kin Khaek, and 
Songkran Festival. 
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Methods of making Pha
Tai Lu - Payao 

Yarn preparation
Take the seed off the cotton flower. 
 Hit the cotton with a Kong (bow-alike)    
 “Loh Fai” is to roll the cotton on a wood stick 
to shape it in one Kueb stick (Thai unit measure)
 Put the one-Kueb cotton stick into a spinner.  
 Soak it in the water for 3-4 nights and twist it.
 To dry the cotton (for making wrap or Krue 
Hook) mix water with rice flour and boil it. Put the 
dried cotton yarn and dry it; shake the cotton yarn 
to make it dry evenly and straight. 
To dye the wrap with original method: soak Dai Jai 
in water for 2-3 nights. Wash it and boil in the nat-
ural water color as needed. Boil it for a short while 
to have pale color and for a long time to have 
darker color. Wash and dry again. 

NONONONONO NONONONONO

NONONONONO

 Clean the greasiness of the yarn by boiling Dai 
Jai in salt water and wash out. 
 Spin the yarn in a big reel to make the 
wrap.  
 Put the reel in the desired size in the tool by 
walking around the house pole to have the length 
and circles as designed (4 Wa is equal to one 
Hum).  
 Put a Krue Huk on a loom and put the yarn 
through Ru Fuem (hole): two yarns in one Ru Fuem, 
and one yarn through Ru Khao Bon and another one 
through Ru Khao Lang. Repeat the step to complete 
all holes. 
 Connect or bundle the yarn to Mai Hum (wood 
stick wrapped with clothes) and start weaving as the 
designed pattern (using the weft). 
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Tai Lu weaving 

“Ko” or “Luang” weaving is the weaving 
style of Pha Lai Khad to create a pattern using the 
colorful weft at the interval, hook and tie around 
the warp to hold the weft at each interval. Most Tai 
Lu people call this as “Ko” weaving whereas some 
called “Klong” or “Kon”. It can be said that this 
weaving technique is the identity of Tai Lu woman 
which is very popular in weaving Pha Sinh weaving 
of Tai Lu in the upper Mae Khong River basin area in 
Laos such as Luang Namtha, Bo Kaew, Oudomxay, 
and Sainyabuli Province. For Thailand, it is found 
in the Tai Lu group in Nan, Chiang Rai, and Payao 
Province.  

NONONONONO

“Khid” is to create the pattern on the 
fabric by inserting the special weft from one rim to 
another to make the pattern horizontally. “Jok” is 
the weaving that creates the pattern by adding the 
special weft at the specific spot or interval.  

“Mud Kan” or “Khad Kan” is to tie the yarn 
to create the pattern before dyeing. It is called 
“Mun Mee” in Lao language.  

“Yok Dok” is to create the pattern withYok 
Khao method: separate the wrap by using 4 Khaos 
without adding the special weft. It is used for 
blanket weaving. 

 “Pun Kai” is to spin or twist two color yarns 
together that results in the mixed colors as the 
seaweed which the Tai Lu people know as “Kai”. It 
is found in the decoration of almost Pha Sinh Tai Lui 
groups. Tai Lao people call “Khen” technique while 
Thai people call “Hang Karok”.

Presently, culture of traditional weaving of  
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 Tai Lu is very rare. Person who loves it and 
would like to experience the fineness and beauty 
of Tai Lu - Payao textile can see it from Tai Lu 
people who are wearing it in the occasional events 
such as Duen Jiang (in the first lunar month), Prathat 
marching, house warning, wedding ceremony (in 
the second month), interdiction period, new rice 
offering, Liang Phi Muang, Tai Lu New Year (in the 
third month), Royal long Life ceremony, ordination 
ceremony, house warming ceremony (in the fourth 
month), Tan Mu Khao Noi, Tan Kong Sai (in the 

fifth month), Song Kran Duen Hok, Rocket Festival 
(rain requesting ceremony) ( in the sixth month), 
Poy Rak Na (put the first rice in the paddy field in 
the seventh month), Phrabat Festival (pulling the 
Buddha clothes in the eighth month), Buddhist 
Lent offering, Tan Khao Yad Nam to dedicate to 
dead people (in the ninth month), Tan Mu Khao (in 
the tenth month), Tham Mahapang Festival (in the 
eleventh month), and End of Buddhist Lent Day 
Festival, Pak Festival (Kia tree), Firework Lighting 
Festival (in the twelfth month). 

NONONONONO
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Sources of information and reference documents 
Interview with a member of Thung Mok Weaving Group 
Information from Ajarn Theeraphan Chancharoen 
Research on Pha Tai Lu, Payao Province: Phra Assadakorn Kittiphatho 
https://kaewpanya.rmutl.ac.th/
http://www.otoptoday.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xnRFNS6VVAQ
http://oknation.nationtv.tv/blog/print.php?id=376616
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